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Between estranged loved ones, flooded hospitals, and dwindling economies, the COVID-19
pandemic is a prime example of the term “crisis.” Each and every country has been uniquely and
sometimes distinctly tasked with handling the devastating effects of the virus. Historically, nations
with substantial economic power and resource abundance have been best prepared to deal with
such calamities (Coscieme et al. 2020, 14). Under this notion, it would follow that countries such as
the United States of America (USA) and the United Kingdom (UK) would combat the virus most
effectively. However, looking back over the past 11 months, a paradox has presented itself: it is those
ever-powerful nations who are now in shambles, whereas some smaller economies have managed
to keep their relative stability intact (Coscieme et al. 2020, 14). Namely, the USA has had the highest
cumulative case totals of any nation, recently hitting a record case count of 308,000 cases on January
8th, 2021 (Worldometer 2021). Similarly, the UK ranks fifth worldwide in total cases, with daily case
counts at a threatening level (Worldometer 2021). In an attempt to explain this paradox, there is
speculation as to state-specific predictors of effective handling of the COVID-19 pandemic. One
factor increasingly being brought to light is that of female leadership in governance.
With the global focus currently trained on the health workforce, the gender gap between
front-line workers and upper-level decision makers has warranted increasing public attention.
Although women compose 70% of the global health workforce, they constitute a mere 25% of healthrelated leadership positions (Bali et al. 2020, 5). Yet, the few women with decision-making power,
such as female heads of state, are receiving praise from the media for their effective handling of the
crisis (Van Daalen et al. 2020, 5). From New Zealand, to Denmark, to Taiwan, metrics including death
rates and case counts are substantiating such praise: a study on 35 highly developed and relatively
wealthy democracies by Coscieme et al. (2020) found that countries with female heads of state
recorded 1.6 times lower death counts per capita than those with male heads of state (p. 8). Although
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many of these are island countries, a factor which undeniably contributed to their success, the strong
female leadership and competent governance they have demonstrated simply cannot be ignored.
Looking only at the countries with low rates of income inequality, female-led nations recorded 26
fewer days on which deaths occurred, and 33.5 times lower rates of excess mortality (Coscieme et
al. 2020, 10). Excess mortality attempts to estimate the gap between projected deaths based on prepandemic mortality rates, and observed deaths, allowing for a more direct comparison between
countries and reducing the error induced by differing methods of counting COVID-19 deaths. The
measure is considered the best indicator of a country’s handling of the virus by The Health
Foundation, as it reflects not only on exposure to COVID-19 transmission but also on a government’s
approach and handling of resources (Krelle et al. 2020). Although the unique political, economic,
social, and geographical context of each country results in unique outcomes, the lower excess
mortality in female-led states suggests that said governments may have been particularly successful
in handling the crisis.
As for the reasoning behind these states’ more positive outcomes, one potential explanation
is the swift and durable approaches taken by female political leaders. As global health advisors
urged the need for public safety measures including the closing of businesses, travel restrictions,
and work-from-home orders, governments were faced with the choice between prioritizing
economic considerations or favoring health concerns (Coscieme et al. 2020, 10). The threat of a
suffering economy led many nations to hesitate in fear of causing unnecessary strife. One example
is the USA, where former President Donald Trump downplayed the virus’ severity long after the first
cases were reported within country borders (Cillizza 2020). On the other hand, female-led countries
were among the first to take action in response to the virus’ outbreak (Coscieme et al. 2020, 13). In
Taiwan, which was initially anticipated to have the second highest number of COVID-19 cases due
to its close interactions with China, Prime Minister Tsai Ing-wen quickly took precautionary measures
at the virus’ onset, increasing health care availability and contact tracing (Wand et al. 2020, 1341). It
should be noted that the learned experience from the SARS in 2003, in addition to Taiwan’s political
opposition to China, likely contributed to the unhesitatingly instituted measures (Wand et al. 2020,
1341). To the far south, New Zealand adopted strict lockdown measures in March when the state still
had negligible case counts and a death count of zero (McGuire et al. 2020, 367). Denmark, led by
female prime minister Mette Frederiksen, acted upon the principle “act fast and act with force,”
shutting down the country swiftly and closing all schools and universities, one of the earliest
responses in Europe (Olganier and Mogensen 2020, 10).
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This begs the question: could it be that these swift decisions have significant effects on
the virus’ long-term severity? As of late-January 2021, Taiwan has limited total cases to 890, with only
37 cases per one million people and 7 total deaths (Worldometer 2021). In the same timeframe, New
Zealand has suffered around 2,300 cases, with a mere 25 deaths for their population of 5 million
(Worldometer 2021). Denmark was able to relax its first wave lockdown in early April, a month before
many other European nations, emerging with a small case count of less than 10,000 in June. At the
time, this was about three times less than Switzerland, a country of comparative size and population
(Olganier and Mogensen 2020, 10). It still ought to be mentioned, however, that in December a
second wave hit Denmark severely, spiking total cases to nearly 200,000, although a lockdown was
quickly reinstated, bringing daily case counts down again (Worldometer 2021). Even though such
early measures were considered bold or overdone at their onset, time has indicated that these
decisions allowed the aforementioned states to keep cases relatively under control, whilst helping
the economy in the long term (Coscieme et al. 2020, 10). In part, this explains the general trend of
lower death tolls in female-led countries, considering that acting early prevented intensive care
wards from being flooded at the virus’ peak, which enabled medical staff to concentrate their
resources on the few critical cases. Thus, the initial prioritization of health concerns over economic
safety has ensured citizens’ wellbeing. Furthermore, severe containment measures as seen in the
examined countries have been shown to damper the intensity of a pandemic induced recession,
leading to long-term economic resilience while more lenient nations’ approaches cause harmful
economic repercussions (Coscieme et al. 2020, 18). While not being the sole contributor, the
proactive decisions seen in the cases of female-led countries indicate a preventative and long-term
view of the situation, often leading to a preferable outcome.
As for the reasoning behind female leaders’ preference towards long-term thinking, applied
psychology’s findings concerning the differences in women’s and men’s mental models in times of
crisis provides a potential explanation. In a study on women’s participation in peace agreement
negotiations conducted by the International Peace Institute, the introduction of gender-equal
participation in the boardroom led to three main outcomes. Firstly, the strong influence of women
meant a peace agreement was nearly always reached, whereas the absence of women considerably
lowered those odds (O’Reilly et al. 2015, 11). Secondly, the inclusion of women in negotiations
resulted in agreements being “20 percent more likely to last at least two years” (O’Reilly et al. 2015,
12). Lastly, agreements negotiated by women were found to make noteworthy contributions to
gender equality in their respective country (O’Reilly et al. 2015, 32). The historical incongruence of
war’s impacts on men and women is likely responsible for these deviations. Men, who dominate the
battlefield, are the most likely to die in conflict, translating to viewing war in terms of “conflict” and
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“post conflict” (O’Reilly et al. 2015, 5). Women, on the contrary, have borne the brunt of the aftermath
of war including the “‘breakdown in social order, human rights abuses, economic devastation, and
the spread of infectious diseases’” (O’Reilly et al. 2015, 5). Hence, women are said to view peace by
its positive definition: not only the absence of war, but the development of human rights and social
wellbeing. Accordingly, women take on a long-term perspective when negotiating peace
agreements. This points to the potential of women’s comparative advantage in crisis management
and peace negotiation.
Placing this in the context of COVID-19, the virus parallels to situations of war or conflict.
Similar to men being the first to die on the front line of the battlefield, sex-based immunological
vulnerabilities have resulted in the death rate of COVID-19 being higher for men than women,
despite equal case numbers between the sexes (Wenham et al. 2020, 846). However, as in war,
women have been hit harder by the second-hand effects of the crisis. The closures of schools and
stay-at-home orders have seen upticks in domestic violence, unwanted pregnancy, and unpaid
family care responsibilities, all of which perpetuate gender inequalities and economic barriers for
women (Van Daalen et al. 2020, 847). This scenario is not unique to COVID-19, as both the Ebola
and Zika epidemics placed the social fallout burden on women, according to Van Daalen et al.
(2020), through “demonstrated rises in maternal morbidity and mortality, unwanted pregnancies and
unsafe abortions” (p. 12). Therefore, it would follow that the residual mental models of war and
conflict may also apply to the case of the coronavirus: men are likely to view the crisis as conflict and
post-conflict, while women may be more adept at understanding the far-reaching ramifications of a
global health crisis, and thus prepare accordingly. This aids in explaining the longer-term thinking
adopted by female leaders in their swift responses. In addition, the mental model theory supports
the multifaceted approach evidenced by these female-led countries that were found to consider not
only economic and health impacts, but also “social equality, sustainability, and innovation” responses
(Coscieme et al. 2020, 15). Such considerations are exemplified by German Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s COVID response. Merkel has been noted to call upon Germans to consider the social
implications of breaches in COVID restrictions, asking them to think about how their behavior
impacts every other German, and therefore requested their willingness to cooperate (Glucroft and
Raish 2020). In addition, she has been firm in her intent to ease the burden of the pandemic on
working mothers and childcare, instituting a law that allows parents to receive compensation if their
work performance was hindered due to the closure of schools (Zimmermann and Kallhoff 2020).
Considerations of non-economic factors support the health and welfare of a state’s population,
contributing to the relative success of female-led countries.
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However, regardless of how multifaceted they are in theory, the aforementioned measures
are useless if the public does not adhere to them. Incidentally, female leaders have been repeatedly
noted to display leadership qualities of empathy and confidence, which have been found to be
particularly effective at providing stability and inducing public trust (Ryan et al. 2016, 447). In a
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the USA’s COVID-19 response, federal states with female
governors showed greater levels of confidence in their coronavirus press conferences, as well as
“greater awareness of the feelings of others” (Sergent and Stajkovic 2020, 773). This communication
style had significant impacts on public trust, as female-led states that issued rapid shelter-in-home
orders had a higher percentage of social distancing adherence, and thus fewer deaths per capita,
than orders issued by their male counterparts (Sergent and Stajkovic 2020, 776). Congruent trends
were found in New Zealand, where Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern presented an exceptional level of
compassion in communications, announcing that all “government ministers and public service
executives would take a 20% pay cut for six months, in solidarity with New Zealanders who had lost
their jobs or taken significant pay cuts” (McGuire et al. 2020, 370). Confidence and decisiveness were
also integral to Ardern’s rhetoric, with slogans including “balanced precautionary approach” and “go
hard and go early” (McGuire et al. 2020, 368). Consequently, high levels of admiration and public
trust have been recorded for the New Zealanders’ leader (McGuire et al. 2020, 371). In Denmark,
Mette Frederiksen joined in on a national televised sing along in the weeks following the onset of
lockdown in March, communicating that Danes were distanced yet united (Phillips et al., 2020). The
prime minister’s approval rating increased by 40 percentage points following the first lockdown, and
public trust during COVID-19 is noted to be a hallmark of Denmark’s resilience (Phillips et al., 2020;
Olagnier and Mogensen 2020, 11). In Taiwan, the government has forthrightly confronted stigmas
around COVID-19, promoting community solidarity, and pledging “compassion for those affected
by providing food, frequent health checks, and encouragement for those under quarantine” (Wang
et al. 2020, 1341). In return, the Taiwanese have reported 70% approval ratings on their
government’s handling of the pandemic as of April, 2020, in contrast to the American president’s
37% COVID-19 approval rating in October, 2020 (Wang et al. 2020, 1342; Whitesides 2020).
Nevertheless, empathy and confidence may not be the only reason for higher public trust in
female leaders. Across academic fields, studies have found that women are perceived as more
trustworthy, by males and females alike (O’Reilly et al. 2015, 9). In addition, women have been
recorded to be favored in precarious or risky situations, deemed the “glass cliff phenomenon” (Ryan
et al. 2016, 446). To explain this phenomenon, research into applied psychology asserts that the
qualities desired and required for effective leadership in a time of crisis, namely, “creativity,
improvisation, and intuition,” are exhibited more often by women than men (Sergent and Stajkovic
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2020, 773). As for the origins of these observed variations, role congruency theory postulates that
human beings’ neurocognitive functioning is highly shaped by positive and negative reinforcements
from their environment (Paustian-Underdahl et al. 2014, 10). For example, women who behave as
harsh negotiators will likely receive negative reinforcements, while their male counterparts receive
positive ones, rewiring their behavior to act within assigned gender roles. In this sense, it is the
“nurture” argument in nature-versus-nurture that explains the differentiation in men and women’s
leadership qualities, with biases in public trust following accordingly. Nonetheless, this trust in
female leaders further contributes to how likely citizens are to adhere to restrictions, resulting in a
lower death toll as less transmission occurs.
Despite this, it could be argued that the deviation in coronavirus cases between male and
female-led countries is due to the requirement of high social development that allowed for a female
leader to be elected or appointed in the first place. This argument does hold some traction, as
countries that elect female leaders tend to value “equity, solidarity, nurturing, and collaboration,” all
of which are qualities that female leaders historically bring to the table (Coscieme et al. 2020, 15).
However, the trust in government that female leaders inspire only further instills these values.
Additionally, it requires the act of early and preventative measures such as those taken by many
countries with strong female leadership to translate these values into action in the first place. Thus,
success in such countries is likely due to both the cultural context and the addition of female
guidance. Accounting for other factors, studies comparing the efficacy of female to male leadership
in tackling the spread of COVID-19 cited in this piece purposefully exclude non-democracies,
countries with low resource availability, and poorer nations in their analyses in order to control for
distortion possibly encountered due to confounding variables (Coscieme et al. 2020, 5). However, it
should be acknowledged that due to the pandemic being a recent and novel event, available data
and published analyses are preliminary and limited. A recurring issue in quantitative studies on the
topic is the small sample size of female-led nations in comparison to male-led nations, meaning
results may not be significant. Additionally, many success stories, such as Taiwan or New Zealand,
are island nations, meaning cross border spread is much more easily controlled. The small size of
many female led nations may also contribute to national cohesiveness in pandemic response.
Therefore, it is important that the situation is monitored henceforth to determine how female-led
versus male-led nations recover from the crisis in coming years.
All in all, female leaders’ swift responses, multifaceted approaches, and effective
communication styles may help explain the successful curbing of the novel coronavirus seen in a
number of female-led countries. If female leadership is indeed a causal factor, the implications of
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these findings have reverberations far beyond the present-day crisis. Historically, the focus on
women’s equal participation in political processes have centered around the argument that it is a
human right, as women make up half of the population (United Nations 2015). Another angle to
consider, and one that merits greater urgency, is that female political leadership and equal gender
representation introduces invaluable qualities that have the potential lead to more productive
outcomes than those produced by male-dominated decision rooms. Going forward, the
acknowledgement of the role women play in crisis management and the incorporation of their
diversity of thought will be essential in tackling looming challenges including climate change and
resource scarcity. In this sense, female leadership in governance is may not only a matter of rights,
but quite literally a matter of life or death.
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